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Copenhagen might be a fun place to visit, but it’s an even better place to live. Tourists see the 
beautiful surface of the city – the lakes, copper spires, winding streets and remarkable architecture 
– but they have no idea that it’s what lies beneath the facade that makes this place so special. They 
don’t know that the city is like a crystal: crack it open and a sparkling multi-faceted world reveals 
itself. 
 
Yesterday a friend and I were going over the reasons we love Copenhagen, and nearly everything 
we mentioned related to the invisible culture here – not the kind of stuff guidebooks point out. 
(Don’t get me wrong: it’s not that we don’t love the looks of this place – we do, because the city’s 
gorgeous. It’s just that there’s more to it than meets the eye.) It’s the bike culture that makes 
arriving at work with wet underarms not only acceptable but right, and that requires snowplows to 
sweep cycle lanes before car lanes on winter mornings. It’s the tiny Berlin-like street north of 
downtown that keeps rent low to ensure small businesses have a chance, and the specialty coffee 
distributor and organic produce seller we’ve gotten to know by name there. It’s the university 
friends we’ve made and actually run into around town, because the city’s just small enough to make 
us feel as though we’re well-connected. And it’s the architecture, too – not just because it’s 
magnificent, but because it’s democratic and accessible to everyone: here, public institutions, not 
just private ones, commission the country’s most highly regarded designers, so libraries and culture 
houses are actually places where we want to spend time. 
 
Perhaps my friend and I could say we like this place more for the reasons Scandinavia is 
internationally respected than for the reasons tourists praise the place when they come visit: things 
run smoothly here and daily living is enjoyable. When we see foreigners around town we want to 
tell them that the endless bike lanes they see, narrow streets they walk through, and waterfront 
libraries they drop by are all just symbols of more deeply rooted cultural beliefs – and that that’s 
what’s worth praising. We know they probably won’t have the good fortune to experience the city 
on a deeper level, or truly understand why this Nordic capital is as celebrated as it is; one week 
here simply isn’t enough time to fracture this gem and explore what makes it so special. 
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